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Capture the essence of people in your paintingsAdd a personal touch to you watercolors with 11
step-by-step demonstrations that cover people in a variety of scenes and situations. Award-
winning artist, Laurel Hart, gives you the techniques you need to capture the living, breathing
essence of people. Inside you'll find: • Tips for seeing the basic shapes of your subject using
lighting and shading techniques • Easy methods for successful design and
composition • Techniques for translating photographs into compelling, beautiful
paintings • Complete instruction for placing people in settings including cityscapes, landscapes
and interiorsLaurel guides you through the process with practical tips, chapter summaries and
motivational "Hart-felt insights" that will inspire you to see the beauty of your subject and transfer
your emotional response to watercolor. Putting People in Your Paintings gives you all the tools
you need to make your paintings come alive!



putting peoples lives in danger putting into effect

People in Watercolour (Collins 30-Minute Painting) Landscape Painting Essentials with
Johannes Vloothuis: Lessons in Acrylic, Oil, Pastel and Watercolor En Plein Air: Light & Color:
Expert techniques and step-by-step projects for capturing mood and atmosphere in watercolor
10-Minute Watercolours (Collins Gem) The Essence of Watercolour: The secrets and
techniques of watercolour painting revealed Watercolour Landscapes Step-by-Step (Painting
Step-by-Step) The Landscape Painter's Workbook: Essential Studies in Shape, Composition,
and Color (For Artists) Watercolour: Techniques and Tutorials for the Complete Beginner (Art
Techniques) Learn Colour In Painting Quickly (Learn Quickly) Secrets of Watercolor - From
Basics to Special Effects (Essential Artist Techniques) Learn Watercolour Quickly: Techniques
and painting secrets for the absolute beginner (Learn Quickly) Learn to Paint People Quickly: A
practical, step-by-step guide to learning to paint people in watercolour and oils (Learn Quickly)
Dynamic Watercolours: An exploration of colour, texture and technique Painting Portraits and
Figures in Watercolor En Plein Air: Watercolor: Expert techniques and simple step-by-step
projects for creating dynamic landscapes in the open air with watercolor Geoff Kersey’s Pocket
Book for Watercolour Artists: Over 100 essential tips to improve your painting (Watercolour
Artists’ Pocket Books) Watercolor Techniques: Painting Light and Color in Landscapes and
Cityscapes Painting Water in Watercolour (30 Minute Artist) Learn Watercolour Landscapes
Quickly (Learn Quickly)



A. C. Wilson, “Wonderful book if you want to learn to paint people; has lots of great advice - very
clear. If you have watched Laurel Hart on you tube, you know what type of work she does. She is
a very positive, encouraging teacher and while I may not choose to paint in her exact style, I
learn something new every time I watch her. She really is a master of what I would call "realistic"
watercolor - her signature style is to use her own unique colors - not "local color" to create
accurate paintings of people and settings which she loves. Her passion is evident and shines
through in the book. I would not always choose to use her colors, which tend to lean a bit toward
a southwestern look - she lives in Utah - so that's excellent for her! But, if you read her book, she
wouldn't want you to do everything "her way"; she wants you to continue your artistic journey and
find what works for you. I will confess I found some of the exercises pretty difficult; but that's how
one learns...practice, practice...and patience. The work she creates as she moves along really
are stunning - amazingly challenging to do in watercolor which is a difficult medium to master.
Laurel will encourage you to just keep at it. She is a wonderful artist - and person - all this comes
through in her book.  Thank you Laurel Hart!”

Teri E, “Not the Average "Pretty Picture" Art Book. Though it is older, published in 2007, this
book has very good guidelines and exercises. Many of the art books I have bought are just filled
with pretty pictures and the "same ole, same ole" as told by most artists. For me, the
explanations in this book were clear and I find myself putting sticky notes in sections for future
reference. Also I have made it readily accessible, unlike others that I put away on my bookshelf
and forget about. That tells me this is one of the few art books that work for me. Everyone learns
differently so you may have to review on-line before purchasing.”

R Reed, “Much more than just about people.. I read this from the library and then purchased it,
because while it does speak well on the topic of putting people in your paintings, it also has a
good take on values, color, composition and more. As an intermediate painter this touched on
some basics, in ways I had not heard before. The main thing about painting though is to just do it
(a lot) and quit thinking it to death.”

Judy Hedberg, “Excellent content, but printed on icky paper.. The content of this book is very
good. However, this is my first art instruction book that was printed on what looks like newsprint
paper but heavier. The paper color is a bit dull, so colors in the photos are not vibrant. Art books
are usually very inspiring to read and peruse, but the paper used really took away from the
enjoyment of reading this book. Overall, this artist is very good and offers a lot of helpful
information for the learner.  For her part, I would give five stars.”

Kathie, “Love Laurel Hart's Style. The book is classic Laurel Hart. I've watched her youtube
demos and the book captures all of the great information she shares on the videos. A good buy



for intermediate watercolorists.”

Ebook Library Reader, “That putting people in your paintings is learnable. I've been painting for
over two decades, so many elements to learn and practice, but this book navigates me to put
people in my paintings with ease, not that other authors could not help me, but this author has a
way to explain, and he presents the details that I've been unaware of.”

C. Yates, “People in Paintings. Watercoloring people can be quite the challenge!! I ordered this
book from Amazon hoping to get better at the 'people thing'...and I am doing better thanks to the
examples and illustrations shown in this book. I love the colors and suggested people rather
than hard lines and details. YOu will like this book and learn tremendously if you are having the
challenge of the 'people thing'. 
  
Putting People in Your Paintings”

Yorkshire Lass, “A wonderful clear inspiring detailed book on painting people. Laurel Hart the
author has put her heart and soul into this book. She shares her methods and knowledge so
well and has inspired me to get my paints out and follow along. She provides lots and lots of
step by step demonstrations throughout on a wide range of topics that you will keep going back
to for guidance.There are wonderful tips and guidance on spotting light and shade, composition,
values and colour, painting from life and photographs. The book is full of glorious watercolour
examples that are built up by her with generous explanations of her method.She is a wonderful
watercolour painter and teacher. A valuable book for your library if you are developing your skills
at painting people in watercolour.”

exercisefan, “A very informative book. This is a very informative book, full of tips and techniques.
However, I feel it is really aimed at people who are quite competent painters; the projects are
quite intricate, so I shall be looking for a book aimed more at the beginner.It arrived very
promptly - within a couple of days and is in a very good condition inside. It's from a library and
so has a plastic cover which is brilliant when I'm painting.”

leif saransalmi, “     . Truly great teaching”

Watercolourist, “Accurate description of book contents.. Just what we required for watercolour
painting advice.”

The book by Laurel Hart has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 124 people have provided feedback.
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